
stand, but the toilets available are used by the rest of the stand. It gets too busy in there for 
my youngest, and it's unhygienic due to poor maintenance from the stadium company. The 
facilities near the ground aren't great for them or are you busy. We have to go early so I can 
get a parking space of my anxiety levels shoot up. The 3 of us have discussed the potential 
new stadium, and we are all really excited it could happen. A much easier way of getting 
there, better facilities, and a stadium that will cater for all. This really would be life changing 
for my sons and I. 
 
I have been involved on and off on the fan scene at Oxford United for a few years. I am able 
to be myself where I struggle in other situations. I feel valued, part of a community. I speak 
to a variety of fans each week, and as I do in my job at work, I really want to help people 
and make a difference. The frustrations caused by the issues with the current stadium 
means it's a barrier for many to attend regularly, or at all. The wellbeing and happiness of so 
many people would increase if we were to move to a new stadium. 
 
If our football club is moving into a new area, we will make sure as a fanbase that we 
respect the local people and do our best to enhance their lives and show we are an amazing 
community of people brought together by our football club. We can make a difference and 
show our appreciation for an incredible opportunity our club and fanbase. I hope the stadium 
is an asset to the local community and can help bring us together. 
 
Oxford United are a special part of peoples lives. I support this stadium proposal so the fans 
of Oxford United, and the residents of Kidlington and surrounding areas can have facilities 
that will help add value and change peoples lives for generations to come. 
 
Thank you for taking the time to read my views.  
 
Joe
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